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RELEVANCE:

REVIEW OF THE ARTICLE 

The introduction provides a good, generalized background of the topic that quickly gives the 
reader an appreciation 

Prior publication by the author(s) of substantial portions of the data or study was 
appropriately acknowledged.

The study was relevant to the mission of the journal or its audience. The study addresses 
important problems or issues; the study was worth doing.
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  The problem statement was clear and well articulated The paper largely discusses the 
evolution of management education from the pre independence period. It gives a comparative 
analysis between the management education in India and the Western economy. Various factors 
contributing to the growth of the nation’s economy are stated in the paper. One of the important 
factors that provide impetus to the growth and stability of the nation is education. Amongst that is 
management education which is closely related to the industrial sector and related growth. However 
management education still lies among one of the neglected facets of education. 
 

Management education has been in existence since long; either formally or 
informally. It first began even before independence. At that point of time it mainly related for the 
working professionals. National management institutes were set up in 1960’S.These grew 
exponentially  with lakhs of management departments across India in 1990’s. Initially management 
education was driven by Corporation or corporate houses.

Author has not mentioned any specific methodology. This study was descriptive in nature. 
Must add methodology in your article. Methodology used to per research topic.

The amount of data presented was sufficient and appropriate. Tables, graphs, or figures were 
used judiciously and agree with the text It has been observed that in the development of the nation 
many factors should be taken into consideration. One of the most important and imperative factors is 
education. Looking at the industrial sector, the supply of good management graduates is not just a 
need but a much essential parameter in the development of the economy. For various business 
schools in India it is important and certain that the need of developing liaison between industry and 
institute needs to be established.
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